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Choices for fencing can be a bit overwhelming, whether
you are new to KuneKune’s, or fairly seasoned and just

learning as you go. In this document, we will look at
different types of fencing that have been tried and

tested by many AKKPS members, and the pros and cons
of each one.

 

KuneKune’s, for the most part, are fairly respectful to fencing.
That is not to say that they will not escape, or will not test the
fencing, especially if there is something very desirable on the

other side. Every pig is a little bit different, and what might
contain some, may not contain others. Many times, it comes

down to trial and error, and finding out what will work best for
you and your farm, and your specific need or application.

 



PROS:Hog panels can come in a small variety of lengths, but
the most common length is around 16’. Hog panels are made
of sturdy, welded wire and have smaller holes at the bottom,
that get larger towards the top to help keep piglets and
smaller pigs in. They also do a great job of keeping dogs and
other animals out, as they are not easy to break through.
Installation is as simple as driving some T-Posts and wiring the
panels securely to the posts. Hog panels have a long life span,
and also have multiple other uses around the farm. Can be
attached to livestock panels or other fencing to reinforce.

CONS: Hog panels are on the pricier side, and you would also
need to purchase posts, wire, and pliers, and their length may
make them harder to transport. If you need quite a few to
enclose an area, you may need to take a trailer to haul them
or get super creative with your truck! They are heavier but can
be moved and set up by one person, though it is much easier
to do with 2. Boars with tusks run risks of getting snagged in
hog panels 

 

Hog Panels



Electric fence comes in a variety of styles. There is single woven
wire, that is easily put up with some temporary posts or some
clips that connect to your already drive T-Posts. There is also a
single bare wire, and a tape that can be mounted the same way.
There are also several types of netted electric fencing that have
the posts already woven into the material, all you need to do is
string it out, push into the ground and hook to your energizer.

 

Electric fence



PROS: Extremely easy to install, even by one person, and the
supplies are mostly inexpensive. The energizers are either
solar or electric, and come in a variety of joules and can cover
fields or pens of all sizes. They are easy to connect to the
energizer and are perfect for rotational grazing or pens. Most
pigs are extremely respectful of this type of fencing and
quickly learn to stay away from it. If you have a pig who
challenges your fence line, this is a great option to keep them
back from your main fence line. This is also a great option if
you need a temporary pen or partition in a hurry!

CONS: Does require frequent maintenance, due to weather
conditions or animals, the wire may need restrung or re-
attached from time to time. Solar energizers must always
remain in a very sunny area or absolutely will lose charge as
daylight and shade changes. In super dry conditions, it can
lose its power, and the ground around the grounding rod
may need to be “watered” to maintain its conductivity. While
it contains most pigs, the single wire may not contain all. 

 



Wire Fencing
Wire fencing is another great option, that is widely use by many folks
in the KuneKune community.

PROS: It could be mounted to T-Posts, wooden posts, or a wooden
frame, boards could be attached to the bottom to prevent pigs from
pushing out or in. It is inexpensive as well and comes in longer rolls
that could be rolled back up and used elsewhere on the farm if you
no longer have need for that pen, or need to move it. Some people
attach boards along the bottom to prevent their pigs pushing out as
much. It is readily available and would not need anything special to
haul it home. Could be a good option for smaller pigs as the holes
are generally smaller. Comes in different heights and lengths, making
for a variety of uses. Readily available at your local farm store.

CONS: Not as durable as hog panels, and more flexible allowing
animals to get in or out if not installed properly. Fencing must be
stretched tightly for best results, and will require maintenance,
though hopefully not frequently. May be installed by one person but
most definitely easier and more efficient with two. 

 



Other Styles
of Fencing

Here are a few other
options some members like
to use…

 
Livestock Panels … an option for larger pigs, but not ideal for
smaller pigs. Large pigs tend to lift it up, so it needs to be
secured with T-Posts and maybe even lined with electric fencing.
Expensive, but easy to move around and set up.

Pipe Fencing … permanent option with maximum lifespan. Not
ideal for smaller pigs, unless lined with electric fencing, or hog
panels or wire fencing to keep them in. Does not keep other
animals out. 

Chain Link…works if secured and tightened properly, but due
to its flexible nature, may need boards secured to the bottoms
to prevent pushing out.

The right kind of fence is always going to be the kind that works
best for you! With so many options available, it is good to talk to
your breeder, or others with KuneKunes to see what has worked
best for them in the past and why. Likewise, it is good to know
what didn’t work!  We all learn from each other, so please share
what you are using and why you like it!!


